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WHEN THE
SYSTEM STOPS
WORKING
An analysis of the impact of
the 2010 Icelandic volcano

In 2010, a week-long
disruption of air traffic
in Europe resulted in
10 million passengers
being affected and
a cost to the global
economy of $5 billion.
On 14 April 2010, Iceland’s Eyjafjallajokull
volcano erupted with an ash plume that
rose over three kilometres and, with the
help of winds, blew across much of Europe’s
airspace. Safety concerns over the negative
effects of volcanic ash on aircraft engines
caused an interruption in global air traffic to
an extent not seen since 11 September 2001
and the largest disruption to European civil
aviation sinceOperating
World Wardaily
II. The
closure
flights

of large portions of European air space
for a week between 15 April and 21 April
impacted global travel, trade and business
demonstrating the integral role of air
transport in society and commerce.
Scheduled commercial flights were first
affected on 15 April, declining 27.1% from the
previous week, according to Eurocontrol103.
Traffic steadily declined over the following
days as the cloud moved over the continent
with cancellations reaching their peak of
80% on 18 April. Air traffic movements were
nearly 20,000 lower than in the previous
week at around 5,000 flights a day
(compared with 25,000).
Oxford Economics has quantified the
economic impact of the disruption to air
travel, including direct, indirect (via the
supply chain), induced (due to the lost
spending of employees) and catalytic (via
reduced international trade and lost output
due to workers being stranded) effects.
» Around 10 million passengers were
disrupted during the entire period

Flight operations in the first week of disruption104
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of disruption105.
Over 100,000 flights were cancelled
during the first week of ash cloud
disruption106.
Total disruption at its peak meant
just under a third of total global air
traffic capacity was affected107.
313 airports representing 80% of
European airport capacity were
impacted108.
Global aviation sector losses in the first
week tallied $2.6 billion. However, when
factoring in deferred business and leisure
travel (and airlines able to avoid jet fuel
costs), the net aviation sector impact
was $2.2 billion.
The visitor spending impact realised by
destinations around the world has been
estimated at $1.6 billion in lost revenues,
primarily to the hospitality sector.
Productivity losses stemming from
stranded workers have been estimated
at $490 million.
International trade was also severely
disrupted as a result of the flight
restrictions — particularly for perishable
goods and for just-in-time production
processes (e.g. high-value items which
are also low-weight such as electronic
parts and machine components).
The total impact on GDP caused by
the first week’s disruption amounts
to approximately $4.7 billion.

Following the massive airspace shutdown
in the first week, another 5,000 flights
were sporadically cancelled. This added an
additional 5% to the first week’s impacts,
bringing the total cost to $5 billion lost
GDP between 15 April and 24 May 2010.
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AVIATION: BENEFITS BEYOND BORDERS

Ash cloud situation on Saturday 17 April 2010
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Middle East and Africa

The net impact on the air transport sector in
the Middle East and Africa was $253 million.
Destinations in the region saw net losses of
$194 million. The relative impact on GDP,
however, was the greatest of all regions,
costing the region $591 million, 1.8% of a
week’s GDP.

Asia

The global effects of the disruption on
GDP were the smallest in Asia at $517
million equivalent to around 0.16% of
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In absolute terms, destinations in the Americas
took the largest hit from the disruption for
destinations outside of Europe. Over 462,000
passengers were affected costing aviation
$336 million in revenue (of a potential gross
loss of $396 million). Destinations realised
58% of potential losses amounting to nearly
$378 million. The total effect on GDP amounts
to 0.24% of GDP for the week ($957 million).
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Total GDP losses around the world109
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Given the high proportion of cancelled flights
in Europe, the costs to the aviation industry
within the region was relatively high, with
85% of the $1.6 billion gross impact on the
industry being ultimately realised at a cost of
$1.4 billion in net revenue. Oxford Economics
estimate European destinations experienced
an estimated $867 million in lost sales. The
total GDP impact for Europe is estimated at
$2.6 billion or 0.67% of GDP for Europe in
an average week.
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While European travellers were most
affected, the disruption had a global reach.

the region’s GDP for the week. Lost spending
in Asian destinations was $211 million
(58% of destination impact, on par with
the Americas). With the fewest travellers
affected (less than 250 million), the net
aviation
impact
in Asia
was $216
Total
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intErnational tradE
International trade was severely disrupted
as a result of the flight restrictions. While
some of the disrupted trade can simply be
deferred, that is not the case for products
that are either fast-perishing (fresh-cut
flowers, vegetables such as green beans,
exotic fruit) or crucial for just-in-time
production processes (high-value items
which are also low-weight such as electronic
parts and machine components).

TUNISIA
Perishable
goods — fresh cut flowers,
fruit and vegetables

The impact on producers of flowers and fruit
and vegetables in African countries such
as Kenya, Zambia and Ghana was widely
reported, with delays in transportation
meaning large quantities of fast-perishing
produce rotted, leading to losses for
producers. World Bank president Robert
Zoellick stated that African countries lost
$65 million due to the effect of the airspace
shutdown on perishable exports.
Data from Eurostat shows that over
three-quarters of fresh cut flowers exported
to the EU in 2009 came by air, with a total
monthly value of $81 million in April 2009.
Oxford Economics estimates that the weeklong cancellation of flights meant losses of just
over $11 million for the African flower industry.
Kenya, which accounts for about two-thirds of
flower exports to Europe, is expected to have
lost over $7 million in a week.
Exports of flowers to Europe are also
important to South America. Just under
$300 million worth of flowers were exported
to the European market from Latin America
by air in 2009, $21 million in April 2009 alone,
with most of this coming from Ecuador
and Argentina. A week long halt to flights
to Europe would have cost Latin American
flower producers around $3 million based
on these trade figures.
In April 2009 alone, $24 million worth
of green beans were imported by air into
the European market. Over 90% came from
Africa during that month ($15.6 million),
while Kenya alone accounted for 54% ($9.3
million) of the total. These figures imply
losses for African and Kenyan exporters of
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green beans of $3.9 million and $2.3 million
respectively as a result of the week-long
shutdown of airspace.

Electrical and machine parts
and equipment

In total, $48 billion of electrical and machine
parts and equipment were supplied to the
rest of the world from European producers
in 2009. Meanwhile, an estimated $76
billion was imported into Europe from the
rest of the world in 2009, of which $6.3
billion occurred in April 2009. The vast
majority, around three-quarters came from
Asia-Pacific, with around 20% from North
America. Within this context, the Korea
International Trade Association has stated
that losses for domestic industries between
April 16 and 19 were an estimated $112
million, with suppliers of mobile phones
and semi-conductors the hardest hit. In
Europe, car maker BMW had to temporarily
shut down three of its factories as high-value
components from BMW suppliers were
unable to reach their destinations110.
And on the other side of the world, both
Honda and Nissan production was impacted
by lack of component deliveries from
European suppliers. Nissan shut two factories
as its supply of pressure sensors from an Irish
supplier were grounded.

Lost output from stranded passengers

The closure of large parts of European
air space left hundreds of thousands of
passengers stranded around the globe unable
to return home when they had originally
planned. Oxford Economics estimate
that, once allowance has been made for
passengers returning by alternative modes
of transport, European ‘stranded passenger
days’ totalled around 2.8 million, part of
a global total of 7.8 million.
There are a number of factors that helped
to mitigate the impact of this lost work on
GDP including: workers’ ability to work
remotely; colleagues covering for stranded
workers; workers were be able to catch up
on some work when they got home; workers
may have be able to take the time stranded
as holiday.
The impact on GDP of stranded
passengers is estimated by multiplying
‘stranded employment days’ by per-day
productivity giving a potential lost GDP figure
of $1.4 billion. Adjusting for the mitigating
factors listed above leads to a final actual
loss to global GDP of between $280 and
$700 million.

Alternative forms of transport

When the flights stopped, passengers
immediately looked for alternative forms
of surface transport. Ships, rental cars and
train services quickly became overwhelmed
by the volume of people wanting to return
home or reach their destination. Demand
for ferry and train tickets was so high that
booking websites were sent crashing111.
Despite Eurostar — the train service linking
the UK with the European continent — adding
41 extra trains over the weekend alone, it
could not cope with demand. Similarly, P&O
ferries which operate the same route via sea
did not have space available either on its
service between Dover in southern England
and Calais in France. Even the luxury cruise
ship Queen Mary 2 was sold out for its
transatlantic crossings. Similarly, Eurolines
had to add capacity shortly after the airspace
closure as bus services also sold out rapidly112.

